Communism is for Germany as a saddle for a car.

Poland and Rumania must march together. Each must be free in the others internal affairs. On account of question of Rumania joining most cordial.

A word about the 1921 constitution of a council with

1921 —

M said he would try that difficult

The Rada - (Roth's Council) had

This authority - as government

A way must be found to give

some basis for new set up

Also you should be made up
Stalin will daily supply
but it differs with every
who can communicate

Woman was to have been
taken on Aug 6 but given
more up & Punja downstairs
+ 2 others to held chicken

Difficulties will be overcome
+ woman taken

Mr. said he would return
when zourner taken. Stalin
did not apply - made us envious

Mr. thinks the central day
for meeting with Markov

[Handwritten text not legible]
Which has confidence in Stalin
but no respect for communism
it feels they can't get on with
him.

In want to authorize you
to hold things till a consultation
can be held.

In the field a summary is left.

I am in favor of this, but
something more elaborate is needed.

In fact, it is possible.
I am not a twin.